
 

Cross Country Ski Ontario 
Roller Skis Renter Agreement  

 
This agreement outlines the responsibilities and terms of use for Cross Country Ski Ontario’s 
roller skis. The agreement is between Cross Country Ski Ontario (XCSO) located at 738 River 
St, Thunder Bay, ON P7A3S8 
 
and the “renter”:        
 
Located at             
 
Name of contact person:      
 
e-mail address:     phone:     
 
Handling and Use of the Roller Skis 
 

a) The renter and skiers using XCSO roller skis agree to handle the roller skis with care to 
avoid scratches, bumps, loosening of screws and bolts, damage to the bindings and any 
other damage to the roller skis beyond that resulting from normal use. 
 

b) The renter and skiers using XCSO roller skis agree not to alter the roller skis in any way. 
 

c) Skiers using XCSO roller skis must use skis identified as a pair (numbered) and use skis 
in a way that balances wear of wheels. For prolonged use of roller skis (long training 
sessions and/or more than one session), skiers will switch skis from left foot to right foot 
at least every hour. 

 
Safety 
 
The renter and skiers using XCSO roller skis agree to respect the CCC roller ski policy 
(available at http://www.cccski.com/getmedia/92ece87e-05d8-430e-9403-
94758655a923/215RollerSkiingPolicy-April2012.pdf.aspx or by contacting the XCSO office) at 
all times when using the roller skis. 
 
Shipping 
 

a) The renter agrees to pay for all shipping fees, both ways, including the cost of insuring 
the shipment.  Shipping insurance should be purchased based on $150 per pair of skis 
 

b) Roller skis will be transported or shipped by XCSO in boxes with some protective 
padding. For return to XCSO, the renter will pack the roller skis the same way they were 
received from XCSO. 

 
c) Upon receiving the roller skis from XCSO and before using the roller skis, the renter will 

confirm to XCSO that the boxes have arrived and that all skis are accounted for and in 
good shape and will make sure that all screws, nuts and bolts are properly tightened. 
Any damage is to be immediately reported to XCSO. XCSO will also confirm receipt of 
the roller skis upon return to XCSO. 

 

http://www.cccski.com/getmedia/92ece87e-05d8-430e-9403-94758655a923/215RollerSkiingPolicy-April2012.pdf.aspx
http://www.cccski.com/getmedia/92ece87e-05d8-430e-9403-94758655a923/215RollerSkiingPolicy-April2012.pdf.aspx


 
d) The renter will return the roller skis to XCSO by ground transportation or other 

economical shipping modes within two days of event completion. 
 
Use for Races or Time Trials 
 

a) Race events which are CCC sanctioned must adhere to  the technical package 
guidelines. 
 

b) The renter agrees to pay XCSO a user fee of $5 per registered racer and per race. 
XCSO will invoice the renter after the event based on the total number of registered 
racers per sanctioned race. 
 

c) Roller skis may be handed to participants no earlier than 30 minutes before the race 
start. 

 
d) Roller skis must be collected from racers immediately following the finish and before 

racers leave the finish area. 
 
Liability 
 

a) The renter is responsible for all damage to the roller skis (including loss) incurred from 
the time the renter receives the roller skis to the time the roller skis are received by 
XCSO. The renter agrees to pay for replacement at $150 per pair or repair of roller skis 
based on assessment of damage or loss. 

 
b) XCSO is not liable for any injury sustained by anyone who comes in contact with or uses 

the roller skis. Please refer to CCC insurance manual. 
 
 
 
Signed by: 
 
 
Name of XCSO representative:        
 
Signature of XCSO representative:       Date:     
 
 
 
Name of Renter representative:       
 
Signature of Renter representative:       Date:     
  

 
Please return the signed agreement to Victor Wiltmann coach@xcskiontario.ca   

  

 

mailto:coach@xcskiontario.ca

